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Computer Security Incident Response Team
Goal of CSIRT:

control and minimize any damage, preserve evidence, 
provide quick and efficient recovery, prevent similar future
events, and gain insight into threats against the organization

When Needed:
When a computer security attack on an organization occurs, 
an intrusion is recognized, or some other kind of computer 
security incident occurs

Why Needed:
it is critical for the organization to have a fast and effective 
means of responding to security incidents to prevent or
limit damage



  

Internet Worm of November 2, 1988
Morris Worm:
   Brought down 10%
   of the internet
   Replicated itself like
   crazy
   Affected industry &
   government comps.
   Morris dismissed 
   from Cornell, fined
   $10,000, 3 yrs prob.
   Morris' father worked
   at Bell Labs & NSA

   Stated goal: gauge the size of the internet at the time
   Why so effective: replicated itself on an already infected machine
   Aftermath: DARPA funded the start of CERT at CMU (now CERT/CC)
    http://www.cert.org/incident-management/products-services/creating-a-csirt.cfm? 
    http://inthistory4u.blogspot.com/2010/08/1988.html 

Computer History Museum, Mountain View, CA

http://www.cert.org/incident-management/products-services/creating-a-csirt.cfm
http://inthistory4u.blogspot.com/2010/08/1988.html


  

Forum for Incident Response & Security Teams
Global Organization:
   https://www.first.org/members/map 
   https://www.first.org/members/teams/ 
   https://www.first.org/about/mission 

https://www.first.org/members/map
https://www.first.org/members/teams/
https://www.first.org/about/mission


  

CSIRT Framework
Mission Statement:
   High-level goals, objectives, priorities
   https://www.ong.ohio.gov/special-units/cyber/ohcr/index.html 
   http://navalmilitia.ohio.gov/ 

Constituency:
   Constituency type, relationship to constituency

Place in the organization:
   Place in organizational structure and within risk management

Relationship to others:
   Cooperation and coordination with other CSIRTs 

How to build a CSIRT:
   https://resources.sei.cmu.edu/library/asset-view.cfm?assetID=485643  

https://www.ong.ohio.gov/special-units/cyber/ohcr/index.html
http://navalmilitia.ohio.gov/
https://resources.sei.cmu.edu/library/asset-view.cfm?assetID=485643


  

CSIRT Framework
Mission Statement:
   Without clear understanding of goals & objectives effectiveness
   is diminished
      Priorities must be understood so that response is to most 
      important activity
      Inappropriate expectations of partners and constituency will 
      waste time
      CSIRT must know how and whether it is appropriate to react 
      in a given situation
      CSIRT must know how and whether to change policies to 
      meet the needs of a given situation
      CSIRT must be able to determine whether the nature of 
      services it offers should be modified 

    See mission of CMU CERT: http://www.cert.org
   http://www.cert.org/information-for/educators 

http://www.cert.org/
http://www.cert.org/information-for/educators


  

Constituency:
   Unbounded: open to all
   Bounded: constraints dictate the constituency
      The funding source
      National, political, geographical entities (e.g. governments)
      Technical constraints (e.g. what OS is being protected)
      Organizational constraints (e.g. where in org most needed)
      Network service provider
      Contractual (e.g. customers of some service)

   Multiple:
      May provide general security info to unbounded constituency
      But special services to a bounded subset

   Overlapping: 
       More than one CSIRT for same constituency
       Page 36 of Handbook for CSIRTs: must talk to each other 
       to determine authority: http://gauss.ececs.uc.edu/Courses/c6055/pdf/2003_002_001_14102.pdf 
      

CSIRT Framework

http://gauss.ececs.uc.edu/Courses/c6055/pdf/2003_002_001_14102.pdf


  

CSIRT Framework
Examples:

Handbook of Computer Security Incident Response Teams
CMU/SEI-2003-HB-002



  

CSIRT Framework
Place in the Organization:
   The place that a CSIRT holds in its parent organization is tightly
   coupled to its stated mission and to its constituency

   Example: GE CSIRT should not be under system administration
       department at GE
   Example: CSIRT may comprise org's entire security team or 
       may be totally distinct from org's security team or may
       overlap with org's security team (mission dependent?)

   The CSIRT must be involved in risk management decisions 
   including technical, business assets, customer needs

   Responsibilities may be split: some people for network security,
   some for host security, some for physical security, etc and all must
   be able to work together in a crisis.



  

CSIRT Framework
Relationship to Other Teams:
   Many CSIRTs exist and cooperation between them is important
   particularly for information exchange

   One would think a hierarchy with coordinator at the top is best
   but this is not done because it is thought that dissemination is
   faster via informal relationships 

   However some hierarchies exist, particularly in the US military 
   Examples: ACERT/CC, AFCERT, NAVCIRT, DOD-CERT (top)
   US-CERT: http://www.us-cert.gov 

   

http://www.us-cert.gov/


  

CSIRT Framework
Relationship to Other Teams:   

Handbook of Computer Security Incident Response Teams
CMU/SEI-2003-HB-002



  

CSIRT Framework
Service and Quality Framework: 
   The mission statement of a CSIRT has three derivatives
      services to constituents
      policies to govern 
      the operation
      of the team
      quality standards 
      to ensure best 
      activity procedures 
      are developed and
      taken  

Handbook of Computer Security Incident Response Teams
CMU/SEI-2003-HB-002



  

CSIRT Framework
Services: 
   CSIRT must have one or more of the following 
   Incident Handling Services:
      1. Incident analysis:
        Identify the scope of the incident, the extent of damage 
        caused by the incident, the nature of the incident, and 
        available response strategies or workarounds
        Forensic evidence collection
           Gather information in a way that documents a provable 
           chain of custody that is admissible in a court of law
              e.g. running processes, open ports, hard drive image,
              changes to files, services, programs, users.
        Tracking or Tracing
           Identify systems accessed by intruder and paths through them
           Usually done with law enforcement, ISPs, etc.



  

CSIRT Framework
Services: 
   CSIRT must have one or more of the following 
   Incident Handling Services:
      2. Incident Response on site
         CSIRT physically analyzes affected systems, repairs and 
         recovers systems (not by phone or email).  CSIRT members
         travel to the site and perform the response, if necessary.
      3. Incident Response support
         CSIRT assists and guides victim in recovering from an incident 
         remotely via phone, email, fax, or documentation. 
      4. Incident Response coordination
         CSIRT coordinates among entities involved in the attack
         Includes: notification of possible infection to other sites,
         collection of contact information, development of statistics
         on number and identity of sites attacked, facilitation of info 
         exchange & analysis
         Collaboration with: law enforcement, legal, PR, HR



  

CSIRT Framework
Services: 
   Service Categories:
      Reactive:
          Triggered by an event or request, e.g. report of compromised 
          host, or intrusion detection or logging system. 
          Reactive services are the core component of CSIRT work.
      Proactive:
           Provide assistance and information to help prepare, protect, 
           and secure constituent systems in anticipation of attacks, 
           problems, or events.  Reduce number of future incidents

      Security Quality Management: 
           Provide assistance that is normally provided by other units
           such as IT

      See the next Slide for services in these categories
           



  

CSIRT Framework
CSIRT Services by Category: 
           

Handbook of Computer Security Incident Response Teams
CMU/SEI-2003-HB-002



  

CSIRT Framework
Information Flow: 
   Services are related to and interdependent on each other
   Those dependencies must be considered
       Does service rely on information from, or provide information to, 
       another service?
       Is service responsible for providing/requesting the information 
       to/from another service?
       Is there a shared need for a specific function or a specific set 
       of information?
       Are there transfer information-dependent responsibilities (e.g., 
       for confidentiality, appropriate use) to another service or 
       externally (other CSIRTs, constituency)?

       See next slide for an example



  

CSIRT Framework
Information Flow Example: 
   CSIRT handles non-virus related incident reports and a separate
   department handles any virus-related activity. 
   Constituent contacts CSIRT to report a system compromise that 
   involves mods to the system and indications of virus-related activity
   Constituent also notifies CSIRT that there have been recent 
   changes in personnel responsible for the affected system. 
   Constituent provides latest contact info for the new personnel. 
   In this situation, CSIRT has information that virus-handling 
   dept. should be aware of.  After following their procedures for 
   verifying info and requesting permission to pass the information
   on to the other department, CSIRT passes the info to the VH
   department. Then constituent does not need to separately notify
   the VH dept of the activity.  Both groups then coordinate and 
   eliminate a mistake that could have been made by constituent
   If VH dept. had not been notified by constituent – why should the
   constituent know who to contact anyway?



  

CSIRT Framework



  

CSIRT Framework
Policies: 
   Policies govern team activities

   Policies for delivering an underlying service are mainly internal 
   guidelines for the team that dictate appropriate behaviors for 
   some specific activity. 

   Example policies could include information categorization, security,
   media, and code of conduct.

   Last two are external but contribute to quality of service delivery
 

   Is a policy enforcible, implementable, function as expected?

   Sample Policies:
       https://csirt.org/sample_policies/index.html 

https://csirt.org/sample_policies/index.html


  

CSIRT Framework
Policy Attributes



  

CSIRT Framework
Policy Attributes



  

CSIRT Framework
Policy Features



  

CSIRT Framework
Quality Assurance
   Lack of QA results in inconsistencies in the service provided, 
   services that do not fulfill their purpose, and inappropriate 
   use of staff resources.

   Quality Parameters
      Parameters are defined to describe a system’s quality
      Parameters are measurable and checks are made
      to make sure quality meets expectations
      Balances ensure that the results of these measurements 
      are used to assure quality



  

CSIRT Framework
Quality Parameter Examples
   Response time for service events (e.g., incident, vulnerability 
   report) and/or priority scheme

   Level of information provided for service events (short term)

   Time-to-live for service events

   Level of information provided on longer term (reporting, 
   summaries, announcements)

   Secrecy

   Verification



  

CSIRT Framework
Quality Parameters Should Have Values
   Example:



  

CSIRT Framework
Audits
   Technical assessment of a system or application, may include
   staff interviews, security vulnerability scans, review of application 
   and operating system access controls, and analysis of physical 
   access to the systems.
   For effective audits:
      minimize the number of procedures necessary and make them 
      crystal clear
      ensure that the CSIRT staff members understand why the 
      procedures are in place (enhances motivation of staff members)
      avoid tiny details: it helps staff motivation if they are allowed to 
      think for themselves (and it is nearly impossible to make rules 
      for everything)
      feed the results of audits into the review cycles
      Correctly written procedures reduce burden of interpretation by 
      Staff (balance – P. 47)



  

CSIRT Framework
Adaptability of Policies and Procedures
  Examples of dynamic environmental factors & impact on CSIRTs



  

CSIRT Framework
Access to Legal Advice
   Contract Analysis
      Contracts should be checked for legal validity
      Look for legally meaningless statements, non-binding, or wrong
      Identify omissions that can be legally harmful to the CSIRT.
   Service Definition and Quality Assurance
      CSIRT sells the service to its constituency.
      How the service and quality assurance is defined is what the
      CSIRT is held accountable for by its constituents
      These statements of definition should be legally sound.
   Policies and Procedures
      Policies and procedures should be checked for legal pitfalls, 
      especially as policies and procedures often include strong
      positive action statements that may inherit the danger of being 
      opposed to some law.



  

CSIRT Framework
Access to Legal Advice - Examples
   Policy is to fire anyone who violates CSIRT disclosure policy
   This may be in conflict with local or institutional laws: in some 
   countries it is easy to fire an employee, in other countries it is not.

   Procedure includes statement that sensitive data is exchanged
   with constituent using encryption.  Suppose constituent needs
   data faxed right away.  Refusal to do this may risk meeting service
   goals of the constituent – CSIRT needs to check in advance 
   whether encryption is a legal requirement or preferred service

   Constituent does not want to support encrypted communication 
   at all and does not have the necessary tools available - 
   constituent demands communication (according to contract) 
   but this is a violation of policy hence lawsuit – however, it may be 
   forced legally so no lawsuit 



  

CSIRT Framework
Access to Legal Advice - Examples
   In a Dutch case (State vs. Ronald O., 1993-5) where an alleged 
   intruder was on trial, the evidence put forward by the prosecution 
   included a set of logs. The logs still had original page numbers on 
   them, but several pages were missing because they had been 
   discarded a long time before by the party from whom the logs 
   came having no relevant data. Since pages were missing, the 
   defense pleaded that evidence was being withheld. The judge 
   dismissed the defense’s plea. However, a better way of handling 
   possible evidence (the log files) would have prevented this issue 
   from arising.



  

CSIRT Framework
Access to Legal Advice - 
   Examples of liability Issues resulting from omission



  

CSIRT Framework
Access to Legal Advice - 
   Examples of liability Issues resulting from content of signed
   contracts



  

CSIRT Framework
Access to Legal Advice - 
   Examples of liability Issues resulting from information disclosure



  

Incident Handling Service
Range of Possible IHS Objectives Based on Differing Team Types



  

Incident Handling Service
Range of Possible IHS Objectives Based on Differing Team Types



  

Incident Handling Service
Functions
   Triage
      Accept, collect, sort, and pass on incoming info for the service
      channel through which all outgoing info is passed 
      Support archiving to make future IH easier
   Handling
      Review incident report to see what occurred & type of activity
      Analyze incident report to see who is the attacker
   Announcement
      Disclose details of ongoing attack to constituents & steps to
      take to prevent or mitigate damage
   Feedback
      Supports feedback on issues not related to a particular incident
      FAQ  



  

Incident Handling Service
Functions
   Triage
      All info destined for the incident handling service is channeled 
      through this single focal point regardless of the method by which 
      it arrives (e.g., by email, fax, telephone, or postal service) for 
      appropriate redistribution and handling within the service

      Example:
         Within DFN-CERT, the person undertaking the triage function 
         is called the CERT Hotliner and is responsible for reading all 
         email to the response team’s alias, opening all postal mail, 
         reviewing incoming faxes, and answering all telephone calls. 
         The DFN-CERT hotline and the personal telephone lines for 
         all other team members are forwarded to this person’s 
         telephone to ensure that all incident-related calls are dealt 
         with centrally.



  

Incident Handling Service
Functions
   Handling
      Provide response and support for reports received from the
      constituency (and others). 
      Provide some instantiation of the following attributes:
         • Reporting point: A location for receipt of incident reports 
           pertaining to its constituency
         • Analysis: Some level of verification of the report and 
           technical understanding of the activity including identification
           of appropriate responses provided in the notification attribute.
         • Notification: Passing appropriate response/recovery info
            to constituents and other affected sites and CSIRTs



  

Incident Handling Service
Functions
   Handling – example instantiations of Handler attributes
      



  

Incident Handling Service
Functions -  Handling – analysis
      



  

Incident Handling Service
Functions -  
   Announcement - types
      Heads-up: important long-term notice sent to constituency
      Alert: important short-term notice to check something right away
      Advisory: raise awareness to help prevent a future problem
      FYI: less technical advisory sent to wider group of recipients
      Guideline: sequence of steps that lead people familiar with the
            basics of their craft through a process meant to expand 
            knowledge or even to work direct improvements
      Technical Procedure: more technical than guidelines – intended 
            for experts

   Announcement - triggers
      Helpful to categorize announcement material to determine
      when an announcement is triggered and ensure the right
      announcement is sent
      



  

Incident Handling Service
Functions -  
   Announcement - clearance
      Can announcement be sent? e.g. does the announcement
      contain personal information?

   Announcement - priority
      For example, the CERT/CC has several message boards
      each of differing importance and scope – CERT Summary, 
      CERT Incident Notes, CERT Vulnerability Notes, and 
      CERT Current Activity.
      Stakeholders will review immediately announcements that 
      pertain to their particular interest by paying careful attention to
      one or more of these boards. 
      



  

Developing a CSIRT
http://www.cert.org/incident-management/csirt-development/action-list.cfm? 

http://www.cert.org/incident-management/csirt-development/action-list.cfm


  

Incident Response Process & Procedures
https://www.alienvault.com/resource-center/ebook/insider-guide-to-incident-response/incident-response-process-and-procedures 

Process:
   incident response process is a collection of procedures aimed 
   at identifying, investigating and responding to potential security 
   incidents in a way that minimizes impact and supports rapid 
   Recovery.

   Includes entire life-cycle of an incident investigation

Procedures:
   Tactics used during an incident investigation

https://www.alienvault.com/resource-center/ebook/insider-guide-to-incident-response/incident-response-process-and-procedures
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